REPORT INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE IN BAMENDA-CAMEROON

The international Day of Peace in Bamenda, Cameroon was celebrated through a Tree Planting Party with students from two secondary schools respectively Government Bilingual High School (GBHS) Down-Town and Government Technical School (GTC) Bamendankwe. The trees were offered to us by the Regional Delegation of Forestry and Wildlife. The 100 trees were of three different categories which included Cyprus, Podocarpus and Jacaranda. We planted them in schools campus around strategic areas proposed by the schools administration. We took four hours to complete the tree planting exercise with full respect of the 1 minute of silent recommended by the UN Secretary General.
Students of GBHS Down-Town holding Jacaranda trees and Cyprus for planting around the school campus
An administrative staff of GBHS planting Cypress

Peter, a BYCCC member digging to plant
Tree planting exercise by BYCCC members and students
GBHS students planting trees in their school campus to mark the IDP
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Nina, BYCCC member and students of GTC holding trees to be planted
Students of GTC holding their tree and ready to take action
Trees planting Exercise in GTC campus
Student of GTC planting trees to sustain their campus
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